The search for retirement income

Invesco’s new research explores plan sponsor and participant preferences for turning DC savings into income in retirement.

Invesco’s Upcoming 2022 Retirement Income Study Reflects on the Evolving Retirement Industry Today as it faces the pressing need to help participants turn their DC plan savings into long-term retirement income.

To help plan sponsors navigate the shift from savings to decumulation benefits for their respective defined contribution (DC) plans, we explored how participants think about retirement income in general, what type of in-plan solutions may be most attractive to them (and why), and which resources would best resonate across a wide range of employee demographics. We also examined how participant and plan sponsor mindsets differed at times to see how best to bridge the (savings to income) gap moving forward.

Participants expect their DC plan will be their largest retirement income source, eclipsing Social Security, personal savings, and other investments. And most feared outliving their retirement savings by spending too much, too soon, and were worried they would run out of money in retirement.

Few participants were very confident they could create a retirement income strategy on their own. They want and need help from their employers.

Participants also wanted their employers to provide specific income-generating investments, earlier and more frequent communication, and resources to help make their long-term retirement income plan a reality.

89% of participants would stay in their employer’s DC plan upon retirement if it provided “specific investments to help them create a regular stream of retirement income.”
Understandably, sponsors have been cautious and slow to adopt new retirement income solutions, wanting more information and guidance. Yet almost all participants would view their employer favorably if they added specific retirement income solutions to the plan.

However, most plan sponsors recognized the importance of helping participants ease the transition from saving for retirement to generating income post-retirement, first, by supporting and encouraging participants to keep their assets in the DC plan and second, by offering retirement income solutions within the investment menu and offering flexible distribution options.

The majority of participants surveyed wanted their employers to start the retirement income conversation with them earlier (at hire or when they joined the plan) and continue the dialogue more frequently (annually at open enrollment).

Due to the global turmoil over the last few years, there’s been a shift in how employees define retirement and how best they can prepare both mentally and financially. We found there’s an opportunity to provide participants with retirement income-specific planning tools, investments, distribution options, and communications designed to help.

The study will be published in October 2022. To learn more, visit invesco.com/dcadvisor.